We excluded 57 minor fractures and one haemarthrosis from further analysis as they could be argued to be more serious injuries. We analysed attendance for the remaining 364 case-control pairs only.

Case children attended significantly fewer half days in school after injury than control children (7.38 v 9.40, P < 0.001). Deprivation scores for matched pairs did not differ significantly, and there was no association between missed time at school and deprivation score. Mean half day attendance in the week preceding injury did not differ significantly between case children and control children (9.25 v 9.59, P > 0.1).

Comment

On average, one full school day was missed unnecessarily after children presented to hospital emergency departments with minor injuries. As children with and without injuries had similar previous school attendance, the resulting loss could be attributed to the injury. The cumulative loss was great given the high frequency of such injuries. Repeated absences of this type could contribute to educational difficulties, especially in children whose attendance is already suboptimal for other reasons.

We propose that health professionals are more proactive in stressing the importance of children attending school after minor injury when there is no medical reason to prevent attendance. Improved liaison between emergency departments, school health services, and local education authorities might help to reduce the unnecessary burden of minor injury.

We are grateful for the valuable assistance of the emergency department staff, all participating schools, and Mrs Lisa Webb for her secretarial help.
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Social deprivation in Duchenne muscular dystrophy: population based study
Kate Bushby, Simon Raybould, Sara O'Donnell, James G Steele

Duchenne muscular dystrophy is an X linked disorder affecting approximately 1 in 3500 male live births. The incidence remains stable in most populations, maintained by a high rate of new mutations in the dystrophin gene. We observed that a higher than expected proportion of families of patients with Duchenne muscular dystrophy seemed to be from a deprived background, even at the time of first diagnosis (usually by age 5). We measured the level of material deprivation based on the place of residence at the time of diagnosis of all patients with Duchenne muscular dystrophy in the north of England to test the hypothesis that this single gene disorder is associated with social deprivation.

Participants, methods, and results

Records of children with Duchenne muscular dystrophy in the Northern region of England have been scrupulously maintained since the 1960s, and we believe that ascertainment in the region is complete. We analysed data from the whole group of families with Duchenne muscular dystrophy in the region and also subdivided the group into four categories according to the origin of the mutation in the family (table).

In all, 229 of the 246 families with children diagnosed as having Duchenne muscular dystrophy between 1967 and 1999 in the Northern region had valid postcodes available at diagnosis. We linked Townsend scores of enumeration districts with and without families with Duchenne muscular dystrophy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Duchenne muscular dystrophy</th>
<th>No Duchenne muscular dystrophy (n=6624)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Median</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All cases</td>
<td>229</td>
<td>3.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History in earlier generation</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>3.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New mutation in mother</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>4.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New mutation in child</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>2.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No earlier history: mutation origin unknown</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>3.35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued over)
patients’ postcodes to data from the latest national census by using the central postcode directory, which provides a link between postcodes and enumeration districts consisting of 100-150 households. No enumeration district contained more than one affected family, and each family was counted as a single case irrespective of the number of boys affected.

We used a non-parametric test (Mann-Whitney U test) to compare the Townsend scores for enumeration districts in which cases of Duchenne muscular dystrophy occurred against all enumeration districts in the region without cases, for all cases and for the four subgroups. We then used Monte Carlo analysis to compare the mean and distribution of scores for the enumeration districts of all affected families with the distribution of Townsend scores derived from repeated random samples of enumeration districts.

The results (table) show large and significant differences between the Townsend scores of affected families and Townsend score distributions for the rest of the population (corrected for the number of children aged 5 and under). The differences occurred in all of the subgroups. The Monte Carlo analysis confirmed the difference between affected families and the rest of the population—the mean Townsend score for the affected boys was at least 2.5 standard deviations greater than that for the random control groups in every iteration.

Comment

As a group, patients with Duchenne muscular dystrophy have significantly greater material deprivation at diagnosis than the average of the population from which they are drawn. This is evident even in families where the disease is known to be the result of a new mutation. We can find no simple explanation for this effect, but it seems that new mutations in the dystrophin gene do not occur randomly in the population. The rate of new germine mutations in the dystrophin gene is particularly high, and the mechanisms by which these mutations occur are poorly understood. Further studies are needed to determine what aspects or covariates of deprivation may contribute to this effect and whether this ecological association occurs for other genes with a high level of new mutations.

Patients from deprived backgrounds have less access to health care than people from more affluent areas, and diagnosis of Duchenne muscular dystrophy is often delayed. Children with Duchenne muscular dystrophy have a lifelong need for the highest quality of care, and the relatively high levels of deprivation associated with the disease may restrict availability of the sustained, high quality, specialised support needed.

Angela Hill provided much of the inspiration for this work. We thank Dr Louise Parker for helpful comments.
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Time out

Until two years ago, I didn’t really believe in sick leave. I could not imagine feeling so bad that I would be unable to make my body do whatever I wanted, or was scheduled, to do. And so, when I began to have fevers shortly after returning from Africa, I fitted my tropical PUO screen in around clinical commitments. The results were negative, so I stopped measuring my temperature and carried on.

Months passed, and I finally admitted that my symptoms weren’t going away and made an appointment with the infectious disease team. More tests and nothing—we decided it was most likely to be A virus, most likely. I returned to work. My symptoms now were exactly the same as usual.

A few more months, and I felt slowly worse. I developed a cough, and strange lumps came up in my axillas that I dealt with by not looking at them. One day I was due to be on call. Feeling unwell, I took my temperature—39°C. Convinced that a quick sleep would see me right, I rested and then went to work. My symptoms now were at least 2.5 standard deviations greater than that for the random control groups in every iteration.

Two days later I was admitted to hospital. Suddenly I had permission to take time out. There was no doubting my authenticity, and no one (not even me) could expect me to be at work. I lay there, sweating and hot, while diagnoses were tested and discarded. Cocooned in my illness, I did nothing and nothing was expected of me. Life at work went on with barely a hitch—I was, after all, entirely dispensable.

My fever broke, and my lucidity returned. The really nasty possibilities had been eliminated, but there was still no diagnosis. A virus, most likely. I returned to work. My symptoms now were now attributed to a postviral state in my head, and everyone knows that, with a bit of moral fibre, you can just get on with it.

I changed hospitals as part of my rotation and worked with an unusually empathetic consultant. He somehow made me feel that he knew I wasn’t "someone who takes sick leave" but gave me permission to be someone who takes sick leave when it is needed.

The second time I was admitted I actually took myself. My fever soared again, and all the tests came back negative. Despite my negative autoantibody status, it was decided to give me a trial of corticosteroids. The effect was impressive. Back on my feet again, there was no arguing with the fact that I was no longer a healthy person and that I was going to have to give my health some priority in my life.

I am now (three years on) in remission from whatever it is and have been well, off the steroids, for almost six wonderful months. So what have I learned? I now know how frightening it is to be a patient, and have first hand experience of several commonly requested investigations. I now know why the nurses, sympathetic and bearing clean sheets, get all the chocolates. I know that, with a bit of moral fibre, you can just get on with it.

Sarah Smith  specialist registrar in geriatrics and general medicine, Wycombe Hospital (ssmith@doctors.org.uk)